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Foreword

Dear Readers,
Welcome to the first 2017 edition of CPG’s online Magazine (COM). With this issue, we are looking back at 
the last two months of 2016 and towards another, without doubt equally exciting and successful year for CPG 
and all its partners, stakeholders and friends. 

To begin with, we look back at two particularly busy and successful months with a high number of seminars, 
conferences, workshops and other events organised by CPG and its partners. In November and December 2016 
alone, we were very pleased with the successful realisation of seven different events we organised, all of which 
have been greatly appreciated and highly welcomed by all stakeholders. 

The CPG events at the end of 2016 covered several issues firmly located within CPG’s overall scope of work. 
Besides continuing our efforts in the field of child protection and combatting corruption, we organised in-
ternational conferences on constitutional identity and change in Asia, democracy and political parties in 
Thailand in cooperation with both the German and French embassies in Bangkok, an event providing an out-
look for both the European Union and ASEAN in 2017, and finally, in the last days of 2016, an international 
event posing the existential question of whether there will be peace in the Asia Pacific in 2017. 

In addition to the event descriptions, this issue offers an analysis of the European Union’s discussions to answer 
the ongoing constitutional crisis in Poland with triggering mechanisms according to Article 7 of the Treaty 
of the European Union (TEU) as a means to overcome differences in basic values among European Union 
member states.  Supplementing this issue’s essay on the matter by Dana Schneider, is an interview with Profes-
sor Ingwer Ebsen, Supervisory Board Member of CPG and Professor of Public Law at the Goethe University 
in Frankfurt, Germany. Whilst Schneider focuses on the vagueness of Article 2 and 7 TEU pertaining to the 
common values among European members states and the possible enforcement thereof, Prof Ebsen points to-
wards the difference between a legal and political interpretation of Article 7 TEU. 

Our expert opinion section in this issue reflects on the early reactions to Donald Trump’s successful bid to 
become the United States’ 45th President. We are pleased to offer a number of views on the matter in five short 
essays from around Southeast Asia, where many fear, or are at least wary of the impact President Trump is yet 
to have. 

Prior to our regular announcements on selected past and future events within our scope of work, scholarship 
opportunities and a relevant job market section, our lifestyle section features two fantastic weekend trips 
that are easily organised from Bangkok and will get you out of the city for a couple of days to recharge and 
replenish body and soul.

I wish everyone a successful and prosperous 2017, I hope all readers will enjoy this issue of COM and would 
like to thank all who were involved in CPG’s work over the past couple of month.  

Henning Glaser
Director of German-Southeast Asian Center of Excellence for Public Policy and Good Governance (CPG), 
Faculty of Law, Thammasat University
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CPG EVENTS 
November - December 

2016

CPG International Conference on “Combating Child Pornography in Southeast Asia 
– Strategies, Challenges and Regional Cooperation” 
10-11 November 2016, Bangkok, Windsor Suites Hotel

On 10 and 11 November 2016 CPG in cooperation with Hanns Seidel 
Foundation hosted a conference on “Combating Child Pornography 
in Southeast Asia – Strategies, Challenges and Regional Coopera-
tion“ at Windsor Suites Hotel Sukhumvit in Bangkok. The conference 
provided a forum to discuss various perspectives on the issue of sexu-
al exploitation of children, starting with an international overview and 
then focusing on several Southeast Asian countries. The countries dealt 
with in particular were Malaysia, Philippines, Indonesia, Cambodia and 
Thailand. The conference was opened with some welcoming words by 
Henning Glaser, Director of CPG and Karl-Peter Schönfisch, Director 
of Hanns Seidel foundation.  The first presentation by Afrooz Kaviani Johnson, UNICEF East Asia and 
Pacific Regional Office, provided a general overview of child protection in the digital age. Following from 

that, three speakers from Malaysia elab-
orated on the situation there and point-
ed to the specific issues they are facing 
in their work. The speakers were Ong 
Chin Lan, Principal Assistant Direc-
tor Sexual, Women and Child Inves-
tigation Division (D11) of Malaysia, 
Dr. Geshina Ayu Mat Saat, Malaysia 
Crime Prevention Foundation and Eli-

na Abdul Mubin, Outreach and Corporate Communication Department, 
CyberSecurity Malaysia. 
The country perspective “Philippines” was provided by Anna Marie C. 
Mendoza from the Department of Justice, Republic of the Philippines. 
Moden Yi from APLE Cambodia provided an insight into the Cambodian 
perspective regarding the fight against online child exploitation. The Indo-
nesian perspective was presented by Maria Advianti, Indonesia Commis-
sion of Child 
P r o t e c t i o n 

and Andy Ardian from ECPAT Indonesia, be-
fore Apichart Hattasin from Thailand Internet 
Crime Against Children (TICAC) of the Royal 
Thai Police gave a presentation about the current 
situation in Thailand. Tania Anguelova from 
ECPAT International presented an upcoming 
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global database online system provided by ECPAT International on which 
information on the legal situation in several countries from all over the world 
regarding child exploitation is easily ac-
cessible. Each presentation was followed 
by a Q&A session that offered the audi-
ence the opportunity to raise additional 
questions and concerns. At the end, all 
speakers participated in a concluding dis-
cussion panel. As a final result, the par-

ticipants together with CPG agreed to enforce transnational mutual ex-
change and collaboration to tackle this hugely important issue together.  

International Conference “Tackling Corruption in ASEAN – Legislation, Strategies 
and Regional Cooperation”
15-16 November 2016, Holiday Inn Sukhumvit 22, Bangkok 

On 15-16 November 2016, CPG in cooperation with the Hans 
Seidel Foundation organised an international conference ti-
tled “Tackling Corruption in ASEAN – Legislation, Strategies 
and Regional Cooperation” at the Holiday Inn Sukhumvit 22 
in Bangkok. The two-day conference provided a platform for 
participants and speakers from across ASEAN and beyond to 
present and exchange their views on their respective country’s 
or organisation’s efforts in tackling corruption. With this confer-
ence, CPG has brought together stakeholders from government, 
non-government and business sectors to collaborate and share 
best-practices in dealing with a very important issues Asia is 
facing today. Among the speakers were Hon. Dato’ Rohaizad 
Yaakob, Director of Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission 
(MACC) State Office of Negeri Sembilan, Atty. January Mari 
P. Garcia, Graft Investigation and Prevention Officer III, Of-
fice of Legal Affairs of the Office of the Ombudsman, Republic 
of the Philippines, Hendra W. Prabandani, In-House Coun-
sel, Indonesian Ministry of National Development Planning (Bappenas), H.E. Kasit Piromya, member 

of the National Reform Steering Assembly and former 
Foreign Minister of Thailand and Akharakit Keer-
atithanachaiyos, Strategy and International Affairs 
Specialist, National Anti-Corruption Agency (NACC) 
Thailand, as well as senior representatives of non-gov-
ernmental organisations, academia and business. From 
the non-state sector, we were delighted to welcome 
Cynthia Gabriel, Founding Director of C4, Centre to 
Combat Corruption& Cronyism, Prof. Eric Vincent 
Batalla, Chair of the Political Science Department at 

De La Salle University, Manila, Siti Juliantari Rhaman, 
Indonesia Corruption Watch, Buntoon Wongseelashote, 
Vice Chairman of the Committee on International Trade, 
Board of Trade of Thailand and Thai Chamber of Commerce 
and John Frangos, Consultant at Tilleke& Gibbins Thai-
land. During the presentations and discussions, the speakers 
elaborated on their perspectives on both the challenges as 
well as strategies concerning corruption and the fight against 
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it. The participants shared 
best-practices and discussed 
regional cooperation as well 
both legal and moral aspects 
of corruption, particularly 
during the joined discussion 
panel at the end of the con-
ference among all speakers, 
moderated by Jan Kliem, 

CPG.  The list of speakers as much as the timeliness of the issue with Asia facing several high-profile 
corruption cases ensured remarkable attendance. 
Among the attendees were legal professionals, law 
enforcement officers as well as representatives of 
embassies, academia, and international organisa-
tions. 

 
 

International Conference “Identity and Change – The Basic Structure in Asian 
Constitutional Orders” 
29-30 November 2016, Bangkok, Windsor Suites Hotel

On 29-30 November 2016, CPG and Hanns Seidel Foundation (HSF) 
jointly hosted the international conference “Identity and Change – The 
Basic Structure in Asian Constitutional Orders” at the Windsor Suites 
Hotel in Bangkok. Throughout the conference, acclaimed experts from 
across Asia and Europe presented on and discussed the basic constitution-

al orders of several countries across 
the globe with a particular focus on 
Asia. All presentations were greatly received and thoroughly discussed 
by the participants. 

On the first conference day, subsequent to opening remarks by Karl-Peter 
Schönfisch (HSF) and CPG Director Henning Glaser, guests and speak-
ers had the opportunity to discuss presentations on India by Arun Thiru-
vengadam, Associate Professor, School of Policy and Governance, Azim 
Premji University and Ronjoy Sen, Senior Research Fellow, Institute of 

South Asian Studies, National University 
of Singapore; Pakistan by Marva Khan, 
Shaikh Ahmad Hassan School of Law, Lahore University of Management 
Studies; The Philippines by Dante Gatmaytan, Professor at the College of 
Law, University of the Philippines; and Indonesia by Satya Arinanto, Pro-
fessor of Law, Faculty of Law, University of Indonesia; which were pre-
ceded by general reflections on ‘Unconstitutional Constitutional Amend-

ments’ by Po Jen Yap, Associate Professor, Faculty of Law, The University of Hong Kong. 

The following day of the conference consisted of three more panels in which 
Professor Myint Zan, Faculty of Law, Multimedia University, Malaysia 
and Assistant Professor Nehginpao Kipgen, Jindal Global School of Inter-
national Affairs, India, elaborated on the constitutional order of Myanmar 

and Dr. Bui Ngoc Son, 
Faculty of Law, National 
University of Singapore 
explored in great detail the basic constitutional order in 
socialist countries. Moreover, CPG director Henning 
Glaser delivered a presentation on constitutionalism in 
Thailand, Profes-
sor Nobuyuki Sato 
from Chuo Law 

School in Japan elaborated on the ‘unconstitutional constitutional’ 
order in Japan before Jack Tsen-Ta Lee, School of Law, Singapore 
Management University, reflected on judicial and political choices 
in constitution’s basic structures. The CPG Director then ended the 
conference ended with a concise summary and some closing remarks. 
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Workshop “Towards an ASEAN Platform Against Child Abuse (APACA): National 
Inception Workshop Thailand”
8 December 2016, Windsor Suites Hotel, Bangkok

As a follow up to the successful international conference 
“Combating Child Pornography in Southeast Asia – Strategies, 
Challenges and Regional Cooperation”, held on 10 and 11 
November 2016 (see COM 6, 2016), CPG in cooperation with 
Hanns Seidel Foundation arranged the “Towards an ASEAN 
Platform Against Child Abuse (APACA): National Inception 
Workshop Thailand” on 8 December 2016 at Windsor Suites 
Hotel Bangkok. The workshop provided a forum for an exchange 

of experiences and best practices of combating child abuse in 
Thailand among experts from involved state agencies, international 
organizations and civil society institutions. Among the participants 
were representatives of the National Council for Youth and Children 
Development, the Department of Special Investigation, ECPAT 
International, Friends International, World Vision, the Human 
Development Foundation, Duang Prateep Foundation, and the 
Lawyers Council of 

Thailand. In the open discussion, the participants identified 
the most urgent challenges to their work for the protection 
of children against child abuse and suggested several ideas 
for a possible improvement of their work, among them the 
involvement of the tourism industry in a system of effective 
reporting of child abuse cases in hotels and the establishing 
an online platform as a channel for sharing expertise and 
information among the stakeholders. 

Seminar on “Electoral Democracy and Political Par-
ties: European-Thai Perspectives” 
14 December 2016, Bangkok, Lebua at State Tower Ho-
tel

On 14 December 2016, the German-Southeast Asian Center of 
Excellence for Public Policy and Good Governance (CPG) in co-
operation with Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany, the 
Embassy of France and the Faculty of Law, Thammasat University arranged a seminar on “Electoral De-

mocracy and Political Parties: European-Thai Per-
spectives” at the Lebua at State Tower Hotel in Bang-
kok. 

The opening remarks were delivered by H.E. Peter Prü-
gel, Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany, H.E. 
Gilles Garachon, Ambassador of France and Prof. Dr. 
Udom Rathamarit, Dean of the Faculty of Law, Tham-
m a s a t 

University. Associate Professor Mehdi Yazi-Roman from the 
Université de Versailles Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines then pro-
ceeded to give a detailed insight into the role and circumstanc-
es evolving around political parties in France’s fifth republic, 
before CPG Director Henning Glaser presented on the role 
and structure of political parties in Germany, providing a Eu-
ropean perspective based on the two countries. Dr. Warawit 
Kanithasen, Senior Research Fellow at CPG and Prof. Dr. 

Boonsri Mewongukote from the Faculty of Law, Thamma-
sat University, elaborated on the presentations during the sub-
sequent response panel and Q&A, moderated by Dr. Lasse 
Schuldt, CPG.  

The presentations were followed by a panel discussion on the 
Thai perspective on electoral democracy and political parties 
in general, and the newly proposed organic bill concerning 
political parties in Thailand in particular. The four highly dis-
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tinguished panellists were H.E. Norachit Sinhaseni, Consititution Drafting Commission, H.E. Kasit Pi-
romya, National Reform Steering Assembly, H.E. Abhisit Vejjajiva, Democrat Party and H.E. Chaturon 
Chaisaeng, Pheu Thai Party. After introductory statements by all panellists and discussion amongst each 
other, the floor was opened to questions from all seminar’s participants. Dr. Duc Quang Ly, Program Man-
ager at CPG, moderated a highly interesting panel and a lively, yet respectful debate on the newly proposed 
organic law. Among the audience were representatives from embassies, government, national and interna-
tional organisations as well as academics.

 

 
CPG Alumni Christmas Seminar “Challenging Prospect for ASEAN and the European 

Union in 2017”
17 December 2016, Kwantchitr Restaurant, Bangkok

To say ‘Thank you’ to all friends and partners for their 
support of CPG’s work in 2016, CPG hosted its traditional 
alumni Christmas Seminar, this time on the topic of 
“Challenging Prospects for ASEAN and the European 
Union in 2017” on 17 December 2016 at Kwantchitr 
Restaurant Bangkok. Following presentations by CPG 

Director Henning Glaser and H.E. Kasit Piromya ‘forecasting’ constitutional, political, economic and 
geostrategic developments in ASEAN and Europe in 2017, the participants engaged in a lively open 
discussion. The event was rounded off by a violin performance by CPG Summer Academy alumni Thitiwoot 
Techapun, and an informal get together at a nice dinner.  
 

International Conference “’Will there be peace 
in 2017’ – Defence strategies and regional 
security in Asia Pacific”
28-29 December 2016, Sukosol Hotel, Bangkok

On 28-29 December 2016, an international security 
conference at the Sukosol Hotel Bangkok rounded off CPG’s 
public events in 2016. Under the title “’Will there be peace 
in 2017’ – Defence strategies and regional security in Asia 
Pacific” the conference addressed the question of the prospects for peace and stability in the Asia-Pacific 
in the light of the defence and military strategies of major powers for this region and their ramifications for 

conflict scenarios in 2017. The event 
brought together 11 speakers from 
9 countries (China, France, India, 
Japan, Singapore, Thailand, The 
Philippines, USA, and Vietnam). 
Among the speakers were CPG 
Director Henning Glaser,  Prof. 
Dr. Klaus Larres, Institute for 

Advanced Study (IAS) in Princeton, Prof. Dr. Hall Gardner, Department 
of International and Comparative 
Politics, American University of Paris, Lt. Gen. (ret.) Koichiro 
Bansho, Advisor in the National 
Security Council of the Cabinet of 
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, Dr. Li 
Nan, East Asian Institute, National 
University of Singapore, Maj. Gen. 
(ret.) Ashok Hukku, former Chief 
Military Intelligence Advisor in the 

Cabinet Secretariat at New Delhi, Dr. Ananda Devi Domingo-Almase, National 
Defense College Philippines, Prof. Dr. 
Nguyen Toan Thang, Faculty of International 
Law, Hanoi Law University, Prof. Dr. You Ji, Head, Department of 
Government and Public Administration, 
University of Macau, Dr. Lam Peng Er, 
East Asian Institute, National University 
of Singapore, and Sushant Sareen, 
Vivekananda International Foundation.
The first presentation was held by Henning 
Glaser, who assessed the current security 

situation in the Asia-Pacific and 
pointed at critical developments 
with the potential to lead to 
instability and crises, even to military clash between powers. 
He was followed by 
five presentations 
dealing with the Asia-
Pacific related defence 
strategies of the major 
powers USA, Russia, 

Japan, China, and India by Klaus Larres, Hall Gardner, Koichiro 
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Bansho, Li Nan, and Ashok Hukku, respectively. They 
shared their insights on each country’s security strategies and 
policies, as well as the ramifications and spill-over effects of 
those on the security situation in the region. Subsequently, 
scenarios of future development of various conflict spots in 
the region were presented by Ananda Devi Domingo-Almase 
and Nguyen Toan 
Thang (South 
China Sea), You 

Ji and Lam Peng Er (East Asia), and Sushant Sareen (Indo-
Pakistani dispute over Kashmir). 

All presentations were 
followed by discussions 
making the conference a 
highly informative and lively 
event.

ARTICLE
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The Shared Values of the Member States 
of the European Union according to Arti-
cle 2 of the Treaty of the European Union 
and Instruments for their Enforcement

Dana Schneider, Ph.D. stu-
dent and research assistant 
at Goethe University Frank-
furt. 1

 

1. Introduction

The European Union (EU) is specific – probably 
unique – insofar that it is on the one hand an inter-
national organization based on a treaty of states like 
many other organizations including the UN or ASE-
AN, but that it has on the other hand legal elements 
that are normally only found in federal states and 
resemble constitutions of such states. The character 
of a treaty-based organization is clearly expressed in 
Article 1 paragraph 1 of the Treaty of the European 
Union (TEU):

“Article 1: By this Treaty, the High Contracting Par-
ties establish among themselves a European Union, 
hereinafter called ’the Union’ on which the Member 
States confer competences to attain objectives they 
have in common.”

However, there are legal elements that go beyond 
normal international organisations of states and that 
allow to speak of a „supranational association” of 
the Member States. The most important element is 
probably that the European primary law – especially 
the TEU and the Treaty on the Functioning of the 
European Union (TFEU) – and some of the legis-
lation by the EU organs (the secondary EU law) is 
1 I wish to thank Ann-Sophie Hillmann for her help and 
discussions.

immediately binding law within the Member States 
and can be the basis for control of national law and 
national administrative or judicial activities within 
the Member States by the European Court of Justice 
(ECJ).

Another element, reminiscent of a constitution 
shall be the focus of this text. According to Article 
2 TEU

“the Union is founded on the values of respect for 
human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the 
rule of law and respect for human rights, including 
the rights of persons belonging to minorities. These 
values are common to the Member States in a society 
in which pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, 
justice, solidarity and equality between women and 
men prevail.”

This is not meant to be just a declaration of ideas 
shared between the contracting parties as one might 
find them in a preamble to a treaty. It is part of the 
TEU as binding primary law, and it has even a spe-
cific instrument of enforcement in Article 7:

“1. On a reasoned proposal by one third of the 
Member States, by the European Parliament or by 
the European Commission, the Council, acting by a 
majority of four fifths of its members after obtaining 
the consent of the European Parliament, may deter-
mine that there is a clear risk of a serious breach by 
a Member State of the values referred to in Article 
2. Before making such a determination, the Council 
shall hear the Member State in question and may ad-
dress recommendations to it, acting in accordance 
with the same procedure. The Council shall regular-
ly verify that the grounds on which such a determi-
nation was made continue to apply.

2. The European Council, acting by unanimity on 
a proposal by one third of the Member States or by 

the Commission and after obtaining the consent of 
the European Parliament, may determine the exis-
tence of a serious and persistent breach by a Mem-
ber State of the values referred to in Article 2, after 
inviting the Member State in question to submit its 
observations.

3. Where a determination under paragraph 2 has 
been made, the Council, acting by a qualified major-
ity, may decide to suspend certain of the rights deriv-
ing from the application of the Treaties to the Mem-
ber State in question, including the voting rights of 
the representative of the government of that Member 
State in the Council. In doing so, the Council shall 
take into account the possible consequences of such 
a suspension on the rights and obligations of natural 
and legal persons. The obligations of the Member 
State in question under this Treaty shall in any case 
continue to be binding on that State.

4. The Council, acting by a qualified majority, 
may decide subsequently to vary or revoke measures 
taken under paragraph 3 in response to changes in 
the situation which led to their being imposed.

5. The voting arrangements applying to the Eu-
ropean Parliament, the European Council and the 
Council for the purposes of this Article are laid 
down in Article 354 of the Treaty on the Functioning 
of the European Union.”

The procedure provided for in Article 7 is com-
plicated, and it is obvious already at first glance that 
it will be extremely difficult to get through all steps 
necessary to reach a decision under paragraph 3 sus-
pending member states’ rights. Still, it is clear from 
the sanctions that Article 2 imposes legal obligations. 
It is also clear that a breach of values referred to in 
Article 2 by a Member State can be committed in 
legal fields outside the scope of competences of the 
EU. Therefore, by entering into the TEU, the Mem-
ber States have agreed to legally bind themselves to 
generally uphold certain values in their behaviour 

and to submit themselves to fairly severe legal con-
sequences in case of a severe violation of that duty.

We will discuss
     - the vagueness problem of Articles 2 and 7 
TEU,
     - some practical reasons which will make it 
unlikely that Article 7 TEU will ever come to the 
final result of being the legal basis for suspensions 
of Member States’ rights,
     - and some proposals for alternative ways of 
enforcing or at least improving orientation towards 
the values of Article 2 by the Member States.

2. The substance of the values of Article 2 TEU as 
application criteria of Article 7 TEU

Article 2 TEU is vague in several regards. This 
would even be true, if it were about determining the 
meaning of such terms as human dignity, freedom, 
democracy, equality or rule of law within one state 
with one constitutional framework giving systemat-
ic guidelines for interpretation. Here however, it is 
much more difficult to determine the substance of 
these broad principles considering the differences 
between all 28 EU members with regard to con-
stitutional structures, political traditions or judicial 
theory and practice. Therefore, interpretation would 
have to start with determining what is „common to 
the Member States” with respect to these values as 
it is postulated in Article 2, i.e. the „lowest common 
denominator”. Moreover, even those cannot be un-
derstood to be static. Such vague principles have to 
be open to developments in order to be able to pro-
cess experiences and to meet new challenges. This is 
true for constitutional principles in a single constitu-
tional system, and even more so for principles that 
form the basis of 28 constitutional systems.
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However, there are certain concretizations of 
these values, which arguably nobody would deny to 
be part of their substance. For example, most will 
agree that, at least in the context of the European 
Union “democracy” as part of the Member States’ 
constitutional structure implies a government legiti-
mated by majority consent expressed in formal vot-
ing, or that rule of law demands a legitimization of 
infringements of rights by law of the state allowing 
such infringement and a control of that condition by 
a sufficiently independent judiciary, or that the prin-
ciple of equality is ignored when different treatment 
of comparable situations is arbitrary. With regard 
to human rights, there is an even greater chance to 
find fairly detailed answers to what is ought to be 
respected by all EU Member States, for here it is 
possible to rely to a certain extent on the fact that all 
Member States are also signatory states or have ac-
ceded to the European Convention on Human Rights 
(ECHR) and have thus submitted themselves to the 
jurisdiction of the European Court of Human Rights 
(ECtHR).

Notwithstanding, there are vast areas where it 
is possible to have different opinions on whether a 
Member State’s law or practice is still within the 
scope of the shared values of Article 2. This vague-
ness has a direct and obvious impact on the scope 
of the application of Article 7 TEU. Even if the re-
quirement “serious” in Article 7 is interpreted as not 
only referring to the intensity of violation or breach 
of a value of Article 2, but is also understood to in-
clude the clarity of such violation or breach, doubt 
and dispute will remain as to the pre-condition for 
the application of Article 7. And in practice, there 
has been such dispute.

The latest discussion raising questions regarding 
the shared values referred to in Article 2 TEU has 
arisen after the last parliamentary election in Poland 

in October 2015 which had brought about a huge 
shift to a national-conservative and more EU skep-
tical government.2 The specific conflict was about 
legislation aiming at quickly changing the majori-
ty-minority relationship within the Polish Consti-
tutional Court, arousing suspicion of violating the 
principle of rule of law at the European Commission 
as well as the European Parliament.3 imilar critique 
came about, since, some years ago, there had arisen 
a shift of policy in Hungary.4

3. Article 7 TEU – an instrument for political pro-
motion, but hardly for legal enforcement of the 
shared values

The conflict about the developments in Poland 
after the last election is a good example for the prob-
lems of effectively using Article 7 TEU, which is 
the only instrument provided in the treaty explicitly 
dealing with breaches of values mentioned in Article 
2. Article 7 provides for a gradual system of several 
levels of intervention. On the first level, the Coun-
cil5 can take two different routes. It can either adopt 
a declaration that there is a clear risk of a serious 

2 See Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish_
Constitutional_Court_crisis, _2015; see also the Opinion of the 
European Commission for Democracy through Law (Venice 
Commission) of 11 March 2016: http://www.venice.coe.int/
webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-AD (2016)001-e.
3 See European Commission - Press release of 1. June 2016: 
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-16-2015_en.htm; 
Commission Recommendation of 27.7.2016 regarding the rule 
of law in Poland: http://ec.europa.eu/justice/effective-justice/
files/recommendation-rule-of-law-poland-20160727_en.pdf; 
European Parliament resolution of 13 April 2016 on the 
situation in Poland (2015/3031(RSP)): http://www.europarl.
europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&reference=P8-TA-
2016-0123&language=EN&ring=B8-2016-0461; European 
Parliament, Press Release of 14 December 2016: http://www.
europarl.europa.eu/news/en/news-room/20161209IPR55523/
rule-of-law-and-democracy-in-poland-debated-in-parliament-
for-the-fourth-time.
4 See European Parliament, Resolution of 10 June 2015 on the 
situation in Hungary (2015/2700(RSP)): http://www.europarl.
europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P8-
TA-2015-0227+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN
5 According to Article 16 TEU, the Council consists of 
representatives of the Member States at ministerial level and 
usually decides by a qualified majority of the Member States.

breach by a Member State of the values referred to 
in Article 2. This has to be proposed by either one 
third of the Member States, or by the European Par-
liament or by the Commission. The decision has to 
be taken by a majority of four fifth after obtaining 
the consent of the European Parliament. It has to be 
preceded by hearing the Member State in question. 
Or, instead of adopting that declaration, the Council 
can – acting in accordance with the same procedure 
– also address recommendations to the respective 
State. These are already to separate steps which can 
and probably will be taken one after another. In both 
cases the majority decision of at least four fifths, 
which is taking place and counted without the Mem-
ber State in question, needs to be consented by at 
least 22 out of 27 Member States.

Whereas there is no direct legal effect on the 
first level, decisions on the second level have legal 
consequences. According to Article 7 paragraph 2 
TEU, the European Council6 can decide to adopt the 
declaration that there exists a serious and persistent 
breach by a Member State of the values referred to 
in Article 2. This decision must be proposed by one 
third of the Member States or by the Commission, 
be taken unanimously after having invited the Mem-
ber State in question to submit its view and be con-
sented by the European Parliament. Therefore, every 
Member State except the one concerned has a veto 
position. In the actual conflict with Poland, the Hun-
garian Prime Minister has already declared publicly 
that Hungary will not agree to such step.7 As long as 
this does not change, all other Member States and 
all EU organs will not be able to use Article 7 as an 
instrument of enforcement.

6 The council consisting of the heads of state or government of 
the Member States (Article 16 TEU); see: https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/European_Council
7 See:http://verfassungsblog.de/can-poland-be-sanctioned-by-
the-eu-not-unless-hungary-is-sanctioned-too/

If however a decision based on paragraph 2 has 
been adopted, the door is opened for level three. 
Then, the Council, acting by a qualified majority, de-
fined in Article 354 paragraph 2 and Article 238 No. 
3 lit b TFEU8, and without needing any support by 
other EU organs may decide to suspend any rights 
under the TEU or the TFEU of the Member State in 
question, including the voting rights in the Council, 
whereby, however, all duties of that Member State 
under the Treaties remain in force. So, on this last 
level, the legal consequences can be extreme, prac-
tically stripping the Member State in question of all 
its rights under the EU treaties. Moreover, Member 
States that might be hesitating could be outvoted 
more easily than on the previous levels.

This will certainly be taken into account by Mem-
ber States when deciding on the second level, thus 
reducing the probability that a unanimous decision 
will ever come about on that second level. These 
complications show why this particular decision has 
been compared to the decision to use nuclear weap-
ons9, which can only mean that it will almost certain-
ly never be taken. In conclusion, it can be said that 
Article 7 TEU is not a practical instrument to force 
Member States to come back to the ground of the 
values of Article 2. The only situation realistically 
imaginable for using the two severe levels is that of 
separation in conflict where all other Member States 
have given up the hope for a return to these values 
and are using the Article 7 mechanism as an instru-
ment to get rid of the noncompliant State.

However, Article 7 TEU can be used as a political 
instrument. The discussions within the EU institu-
tions and in the general public, connected with the 
8 At least 72 % of the members of the Council representing the 
participating Member States, comprising at least 65 % of the 
population of these States; again without counting the Member 
State in question.
9 See José Manuel Durão Barroso, then President of the 
European Commission in his State of the Union 2012 Address: 
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-12-596_en.htm

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish_Constitutional_Court_crisis, _2015
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish_Constitutional_Court_crisis, _2015
http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-AD (2016)001-e
http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-AD (2016)001-e
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-16-2015_en.htm; Commission Recommendation of 27.7.2016
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-16-2015_en.htm; Commission Recommendation of 27.7.2016
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/effective-justice/files/recommendation-rule-of-law-poland-20160727_en.pd
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/effective-justice/files/recommendation-rule-of-law-poland-20160727_en.pd
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&reference=P8-TA-2016-0123&language=EN&ring=B8-2016-0461
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&reference=P8-TA-2016-0123&language=EN&ring=B8-2016-0461
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&reference=P8-TA-2016-0123&language=EN&ring=B8-2016-0461
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/news-room/20161209IPR55523/rule-of-law-and-democracy-in-poland-debated-in-parliament-for-the-fourth-time
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/news-room/20161209IPR55523/rule-of-law-and-democracy-in-poland-debated-in-parliament-for-the-fourth-time
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/news-room/20161209IPR55523/rule-of-law-and-democracy-in-poland-debated-in-parliament-for-the-fourth-time
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/news-room/20161209IPR55523/rule-of-law-and-democracy-in-poland-debated-in-parliament-for-the-fourth-time
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P8-TA-2015-0227+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P8-TA-2015-0227+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P8-TA-2015-0227+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Council
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Council
http://verfassungsblog.de/can-poland-be-sanctioned-by-the-eu-not-unless-hungary-is-sanctioned-too/
http://verfassungsblog.de/can-poland-be-sanctioned-by-the-eu-not-unless-hungary-is-sanctioned-too/
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-12-596_en.htm
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use of Article 7 can have and certainly are intended 
to have feedback effects in the country in question. 
Developments that cause doubts about adherence to 
the values of Article 2 TEU are usually and have al-
ways been causes for conflicts in the country. And it 
is a political question depending on all factors rele-
vant to the circumstances of the case, whether “soft” 
interventions like public discussions about just the 
possibility of applying Article 7 and about reasons 
for and against it can impress the governments con-
cerned and can help domestic oppositions to regain 
sufficient strength to overcome the conflict situation. 

4. Motions and proposals to supplement the Arti-
cle 7 TEU mechanism

The dilemma of Article 7 TEU to be either with 
no or with too grave legal effects has been in discus-
sion for many years. It has already been the focus 
of President Barroso’s speech mentioned above and 
has been analysed as the “Copenhagen dilemma” by 
then Vice-President of the European Commission 
and EU Justice Commissioner Viviane Reding in 
201310. By invoking this term, Reding reminded of 
the criteria for new EU members which had been 
agreed upon at the meeting of the European Council 
in Copenhagen in 1993 – therefore called the “Co-
penhagen citeria”.11 These criteria included condi-
tions related to what are now the values of Article 
2 TEU.

Most of these ideas remain on the level of “soft” 
political influence. The most developed and proba-
bly most influential instrument is certainly the “EU 
Framework to strengthen the Rule of Law”, which 
has been developed and published by the Commis-
sion in 2014 formalizing the Commission’s activ-
10 See Viviane Reding, Safeguarding the rule of law and solving 
the “Copenhagen dilemma”: Towards a new EU-mechanism: 
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-13-348_en.htm
11 See:http://eur-lex.europa.eu/summary/glossary/accession_
criteria_copenhague.html

ities before starting to apply its competence under 
Article 7 paragraph 1 TEU.12

The only proposal for a legally binding enforce-
ment of the values of Article 2 TEU without having 
to change the EU Treaties is the recommendation 
that the EU Court of Justice should adopt and apply 
a doctrine which the authors of that proposal call the 
“Reverse Solange” approach.13 This name reminds 
of a doctrine of the German Constitutional Court 
(Bundesverfassungsgericht) in the early days of the 
then European Economic Community (EEC). In a 
case of 1974, the Court had decided that it would 
control European law, legally effective in the Federal 
Republic of Germany, in the light of the basic rights 
catalogue of the German Basic Law (Grundgesetz) 
although European law had already been under-
stood to be superior to national law of the Member 
States and binding upon all their national courts.14 
The analogy to the old German jurisdiction lies in 
the parallel approach of not respecting the official 
European law doctrine – in the German “Solange 1” 
case the superiority of European law and in the “Re-
verse” proposal the limitation of European law with 
regard to national Member States’ law outside the 
reach of European law. This approach is particularly 

12 See: http://ec.europa.eu/justice/effective-justice/rule-of-
law/index_en.htm; the framework consists of several steps of 
interactions and publications allowing to uphold and to fuel 
public debate on problematic developments in Member States, 
none of which is in any way formally going beyond what 
Article 7 paragraph 1 TEU authorizes the Commission to do.
13 See Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law and 
International Law: Reverse Solange - Protecting the Essence of 
Fundamental Rights against EU Member States: http://www.
mpil.de/en/pub/research/areas/law-european-union/reverse-
solange.cfm#project
14 See a translation of this decision of 1974: https://law.
utexas.edu/transnational/foreign-law-translations/german/
case.php?id=588; “solange” is the German word for “as long 
as”; later – in 1986 – when the ECJ had developed a line 
of jurisdiction applying unwritten human rights as part of 
European law, the Constitutional Court gave up that doctrine 
saying it would no longer control European law using German 
basic rights as long as the ECJ would uphold an appropriate 
level of human rights; see for  a translation of this “Solange 
II” decision: https://law.utexas.edu/transnational/foreign-law-
translations/german/case.php?id=572

courageous insofar as it can be seen from Article 269 
TFEU15, that the Jurisdiction of the ECJ should not 
cover the substantial criteria for the decisions under 
Article 7. This limitation would be undermined, if 
the ECJ could use the criteria of Article 2 TEU with-
out all the limitations of Article 7 TEU in infringe-
ment proceedings upon action of the Commission or 
a Member State under Articles 258 or 259, or even 
in preliminary ruling procedures under 267 TFEU 
upon request of a national court – thus immediately 
intervening in internal conflicts in Member States.

It is doubtful that the ECJ would stir up the al-
ready conflictual situation in several Member States 
and in the EU altogether by so obviously expanding 
its jurisdiction in such a delicate question – at least 
in the near future.

15 15Article 269 paragraph 1 TFEU: “The Court of 
Justice shall have jurisdiction to decide on the legality of an act 
adopted by the European Council or by the Council pursuant 
to Article 7 of the Treaty on European Union solely at the 
request of the Member State concerned by a determination of 
the European Council or of the Council and in respect solely of 
the procedural stipulations contained in that Article.”

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-13-348_en.htm
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/summary/glossary/accession_criteria_copenhague.html
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/summary/glossary/accession_criteria_copenhague.html
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/effective-justice/rule-of-law/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/effective-justice/rule-of-law/index_en.htm
http://www.mpil.de/en/pub/research/areas/law-european-union/reverse-solange.cfm#project
http://www.mpil.de/en/pub/research/areas/law-european-union/reverse-solange.cfm#project
http://www.mpil.de/en/pub/research/areas/law-european-union/reverse-solange.cfm#project
https://law.utexas.edu/transnational/foreign-law-translations/german/case.php?id=588
https://law.utexas.edu/transnational/foreign-law-translations/german/case.php?id=588
https://law.utexas.edu/transnational/foreign-law-translations/german/case.php?id=588
https://law.utexas.edu/transnational/foreign-law-translations/german/case.php?id=572
https://law.utexas.edu/transnational/foreign-law-translations/german/case.php?id=572
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INTERVIEW

Interview with Professor Ingwer Ebsen, Goethe-Universität Frank-
furt 

Ingwer Ebsen is Professor of Public Law at Goethe University in Frankfurt, its Vice 
President since 2006 and Supervisory Board member of CPG. Since 2016, he also 
represents CPG’s three German partner Universities Goethe University Frankfurt, 
Westfälische Wilhelms-University Münster, and Passau University in their coopera-
tion. 

Q: Prof. Ebsen, we want to talk with you about the problems of ensuring and if necessary enforc-
ing core values of the European Union as laid down in Article 2 of the TEU and supported by the 
enforcement mechanism of Article 7 TEU. Within the EU, there is a debate about the “Copenhagen 
dilemma” and a necessity to supplement Article 7 by instruments that are more sui table to achieve 
compliance with the EU core values in case of conflict. What is your assessment of the EU Poland 
situation and of possible options?

On 27 July 2016, the EU Commission had adopted a recommendation stating that the conflict over the 
Polish Constitutional Tribunal and its handling by the political majority in Poland had brought about a sit-
uation of a “systemic threat to the rule of law” in Poland.  Based on its “New EU Framework to Strengthen 
the Rule of Law” the Commission gave certain recommendations and asked the Polish Government to solve 
the problems in line with the Commission’s opinion within 3 months. However, in that time the Government 
and the Polish political majority did not only not follow the recommendations, but took further steps even 
intensifying the “risk”. In consistence with the “Framework”, the Commission adopted a new recommen-
dation on 20 December 2016, recording the noncompliance and the further moves in the critical direction, 
giving further recommendations, and setting a time limit of two months to comply. This is quite risky for 
the Commission insofar as it might get itself and bring the other political EU institutions into the inevitable 
situation of showing to be dogs that barks, but cannot bite. If there should be no sign of some substantial 
giving in by the Polish Government within the two months, the Commission will have to think about trigger-
ing the Article 7 TEU mechanisms – either by adopting the proposal provided for in Article 7 (1) TEU itself 
or by encouraging the other political institutions to do so, probably the European Parliament. As a conse-
quence the Council would have to face the dilemma either to flout the proposing institution or to show its 
own weakness – at least when it would come to the decision provided for in Article 7 (2) needing unanimity.

On the other hand, the way the Polish Government is handling the constitutional crisis of the country could 
indeed not remain without answers on the European level showing solidarity and support for those groups 
and tendencies that are more in line with the values of Article 2. However, it seems to me more reasonable 
to kindle and maintain a political debate in what might be called a nascent European public and at the same 
time to use more flexible and less obviously intrusive strategies in the European institutions.

Q: Do we understand you right that you agree to criticism of the TEU, which is implied when speak-
ing of a “Copenhagen dilemma”, and that you follow those who recommend institutional changes that 
allow more effective interventions to defend the values of Article 2 TEU than the choice between rec-
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ommendations without consequences and interventions with consequences, which have been called 
“nuclear”?

I think this question gets to an underlying normative disagreement about the identity and fundaments of the 
European Union and a political disagreement about problems and chances with regard to the actual status of 
the European integration and its development in the foreseeable future. It should be clear that the European 
Union has remained an international organization of sovereign states based on international agreements and 
that some hopes connected with the “Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe” had to be abandoned 
with its failure in 2005 and its replacement by the much more sober Treaty of Lisbon 2009. Since then the 
problems and the political antagonisms in the EU, in its Member States and in the region have increased 
rather than decreased. This is probably not the best time for solving differences by rule setting, binding 
legal interpretation and legal enforcement proceedings – short: for using the “law mode” between the EU 
Member States in questions of deep-seated value differences. Therefore it seems appropriate for me to 
see Articles 2 and 7 TEU as something rather political than legal and to be moderated by “give and take” 
(which can well include the persuasiveness of pressure) instead of legal argument. That is why I think that 
the vagueness of Article 2 TEU, the weakness of Article 7 as an instrument of enforcement and the reduced 
jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice in this field are and will be just right for a fairly long time. 
There is a connection between a minimum of consensus and jurisdictional methods of conflict solution not 
only in a society but also in an international context. I believe that the slight majority for the Brexit would 
not have been reached without the outrage in certain groups of UK citizens about some jurisdiction of the 
European Court of Human Rights.

Q: Is that not a very pessimistic perspective on the European integration project?

No, I am only pessimistic with regard to using the Article 7 mechanism for homogenizing split basic val-
ues within or even between the societies of the Member States. But there are some elements that can be 
understood as hints for a more optimistic view in a patient long-term perspective. The first is that it is just 
the combination of European problems that seem to be helpful for what has been discussed as a “Euro-
pean public sphere” for a long time. Euro crisis, migration crisis or Brexit – just to mention some of the 
key issues of conflict – promote the knowledge or even understanding of European problems and their 
dependency on co-operation and reciprocal respect for different views and interests. That is why I think 
that there are good reasons to solve even such conflicts like the actual one with and within Poland as long 
as the classical European mode of patient and persistent negotiation is not replaced by attempts to force 
subjection. And it is such a climate of patient and persistent negotiation in a developing European pub-
lic sphere where also recommendations from the outside should have more influence upon the inner-so-
cietal debate than they will probably have in combination with the threat of enforcement instruments. 

The interview was conducted by Dana Schneider and Ann-Sophie Hillmann. 

Expert opinions on 
US Election
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Duterte and Trump: Easy Bedfellows?

Filomeno V. Aguilar Jr., Professor in the Department of History and Dean of 
the School of Social Sciences, Ateneo de Manila University 

Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte has been one of the first heads of gov-
ernment, if not the very first, to congratulate Donald Trump on the latter’s election as US president. 
On several counts, Trump’s victory is welcome to Duterte, but not necessarily to the Philippines. Al-
though in May 2016 Duterte distanced himself from the American, saying “Donald Trump is a bigot, I 
am not,” on 9 November 2016 Duterte told a Filipino audience in Kuala Lumpur that he would cease 
to be quarrelsome as he had been toward President Barrack Obama. “I no longer want to fight now 
that Trump is there. I would like to congratulate President Trump.” Addressing Trump: “Mabuhay ka! 
The two of us both curse. At the slightest provocation, we curse.” Turning abruptly to his audience, 
Duterte said, “We’re sort of alike.” 

Duterte deems the apparent similarities in their personal style, machismo, and flouting of social 
conventions important markers of interpersonal-cum-interstate relations. In the Philippines we would 
say, “Nakakuha ng katapat” (He has found his match). But he also probably appreciates Trump’s pop-
ulism and ultranationalism, with the internet not lacking in photographs of both men clutching their 
respective flags during their run for office. 

If the US under Trump pursues an isolationist foreign policy, it could mean that there might no 
longer be expressions of concern emanating from Washington over human rights violations in the 
Philippines, removing what the Philippine official considers not just an irritant but also a violation of 
state sovereignty. In such a scenario, a profit-maximizing USA Inc. will only be too glad to sell arms 
to the Philippines, reversing the current imbroglio.

If the US adopts a hands-off policy toward the maritime disputes in East and Southeast Asia, Dute-
rte can happily deepen his pivot to China without Big Brother across the Pacific standing over the 
septuagenarian’s shoulders. Joint military exercises by China and the Philippines can be launched to 
replace similar exercises with the US, which Duterte wants discontinued. Japan may express alarm, 
apart from paying a high price for its security. But the Philippines can resort to ritual appeasement 
of Japan that, in the end, will not alienate the Philippines. Other countries in ASEAN may also be 
alarmed, but they can only squeak since the organization is deeply divided anyway and the world 
would seem to be heading toward a suum cuique dispensation.

If Trump succeeds in restructuring US economic policy to enforce protectionism, constraining US 
firms to scale back on business process outsourcing (BPO), the Philippines may lose some business 
but Duterte won’t complain as he will force his country to stand on its own feet (as he has already 
declared in regard to foreign humanitarian aid), all the better to be rid of this American capitalist tenta-

cle. If the Trans-Pacific Partnership withers away, it would be of little consequence to the Philippines, 
which is not a party to this agreement.

The trouble with Trump, however, is that, as Alan Greenspan has said, he is an actor. And Trump 
can be a pretty convincing actor. After winning, he can and probably will amend substantially the 
script he followed during the campaign, as he has already signaled in relation to Obamacare, Obama’s 
healthcare bill, which he called during the campaign a “disaster” but key aspects of which he now 
wants to retain. 

Once in office Trump will have to consider and act on the basis of “real” US strategic interests. He 
will understand the entanglement of US military presence worldwide and the health of the US econo-
my. He will admit to the realities of an interconnected world that not even he can untangle singlehand-
edly. A “grand bargain” with China may be in the offing: Washington may accept China’s stake in the 
region and in exchange Beijing may accept the regional status quo, with the US remaining a dominant 
force. 

The nuancing of Trump may catch Duterte running flatfooted.

 

Expectations on Trump’s foreign policy in Asia 

Dr. Kevin Downey, Lecturer, Faculty of Political Science, Thammasat Uni-
versity

Expectations are that a Trump presidency will have a sizable impact on Unit-
ed States’ foreign relations in East and Southeast Asia. While this is a near 
guarantee, the types of impact are obscure. A paucity of information about policy and make-up of his 
inner circle makes predictions tricky. However, judging from President-elect Trump’s tweets, inter-
views, and public statements, his two greatest areas of impact will be in economic and military affairs.

Trump administration economic policy toward the Asia Pacific promises to be aggressive and pro-
tectionist. The two issue areas reported most in the media involved scuttling free trade agreements 
(FTAs) and the use of protectionist tariffs to shape competitors’ behaviors. Reportedly high on the 
President-elect’s agenda is dismantling the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), a twelve-member FTA 
led by the United States and Japan. The grouping, which accounts for roughly 40% of global GDP, 
includes the ASEAN states of Brunei, Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam; as well as regional partners 
Australia and New Zealand. President Obama had envisioned the TPP as the principal non-military 
means for containing Chinese economic expansion in the region. Nevertheless, Trump believes that 
such FTAs encourage the migration of American jobs overseas, reducing their true benefits.

A second economic strategy is the aggressive use of tariffs to punish states for currency manipula-
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tion and trade dumping. President-elect Trump has indicated tariffs upwards of 45% for China in re-
sponse to artificial currency levels that lower the price of their exports. Other states could be punished 
for garnering advantages from imbalanced aid and trade agreements, or for failing to meet obligations 
on payments to the United States that would give them economic advantages. This is one aspect of 
Trump’s disdain for FTAs. It also corresponds to one of his military proposals, implementing cost 
sharing for regional defense.

The President-elect has asserted that the United States will no longer provide defense guarantees 
for states that will not compensate the US for its services. Within Asia, this places the traditional “hub 
and spokes” defensive arrangement including Japan as the primary partner, and states such as South 
Korea, the Philippines, and Australia at risk. Trump believes that security cost sharing is essential both 
to limit trade dumping by defense partners, and to offset the price of rebuilding America’s military. 
This is a core policy of the new administration, and calls for the construction of new capabilities across 
the four branches of the military. 

Cost sharing and increasing military assets support the idea of “Peace through Strength” that Trump 
has resurrected from the Reagan era. It signals a retreat from international engagement and a new 
focus on entrenchment. Expect the US Navy to pull back to a 3rd fleet position, protecting Alaska, 
Hawai’i, and the American coast. Forward engagement in the South China Sea should be limited until 
forces are brought to strength. 

We cannot yet know the true shape of a Trump administration’s approach to East and Southeast 
Asia, but it looks to be less proactive but more aggressive, a bold contradiction for the new President. 
 

Impact of Current US election on Asia and Southeast Asia

Prof. Dr. Kriengsak Chareonwongsak, Senior Fellow, Harvard University

With the result of the US election, Donald Trump, from the Republican Party, 
has been declared victorious. His policies display an emphasis on making 
the USA a world influencer once again. According to him, he will bring the 
manufacturing economy back to the US and he will not support much free trade. He will increase 
domestic demand, review free trade agreements and refrain from importing some goods to protect 
local US industries.

Trump has shown clear intentions to spurn refugees and foreign workers and to neglect some 
environmental issues. Regarding foreign policy, he looks to revise relationships and support new 
allied countries, especially concerning Asia. The ‘Pivot towards Asia” policy may not be the same.

When looking more into Asia, Trump proclaimed that he will not intervene and will not confront 
China. Thus, it will relieve certain tension between the two countries which will benefit Asia and 
will build more economic connections in future. But in the short term, it may have some impact on 
money and capital markets. The relationship between the USA and Asia will be transformed. Since 
the beginning of his campaign, Trump had announced that he will revise the Trans Pacific Partnership 
Agreement (TPP) of which Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei and Vietnam are current members. This may 
benefit Thailand which has not joined TPP. Or he might change it in to a bilateral deal which will be 
preferable to Trump. 

Trump’s trade barrier policies will impact China, which is the biggest partner for exporting goods 
to the USA. Similarly, it may also impact Thailand and South East Asian exporting markets because 
they are in the same supply chain network. 

Trump has no intention to focus on international political policies, so he is unlikely to intervene in 
South East Asian politics. 

Regarding security issues, he clearly signalled that US military forces will be drawn back. Budget 
will be cut down and the US will let its allies such as Japan and South Korea take more responsibility 
for themselves.  

Finally, the USA under Trump’s leadership and the Republicans that have the majority in both 
Houses will manifest more political stability. Policies and measures will be pushed forward easier. 
If good policies and measures will be implemented, it will positively impact the USA and the World 
Economy. The world’s geopolitics will surely be rocked in the near future. 

Donald Trump’s black box

Jan Kliem, Program Officer, CPG, Bangkok

Tremors of the political earthquake that has shaken much of the world on the 
day of the US Presidential elections in 2016 are felt across the globe. Don-
ald Trump has won the election, notwithstanding his inability to secure more 
votes than previous unsuccessful candidates Mitt Romney or John McCain. 
That he also failed to win the popular vote is an equally inconsequential side note owed to the partic-
ularities of the US voting system and its contentious electoral college.  

Whatever the circumstances may be, the outcome has surprised many and the world wakes up to 
president-elect Donald Trump. Customary congratulations are flying in from all corners of the world, 
few have taken the opportunity like German chancellor Angela Merkel to deliver a clear message and 
enclose a certain conditionality to strong, future relations with the most formidable power on earth. 

http://www.nytimes.com/elections/results/president
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/angela-merkel-germany-donald-trump-us-election-warning_uk_582313c5e4b020461a1e8713?section=politics&
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It is evident by now that by and large experts and polls were wrong about the number of people 
who would turn out to vote for Trump and it is a lesson that this particularly biased, fact-averse brand 
of populism, filling gaps of insecurity with misogynistic, racist assurances, attracts many more than 
just the uneducated ‘deplorables’.  Maybe a lesson can be learnt here as I have no doubt, if mainstream 
politics does not change and begins to recognise that certain sentiments are shared by significant parts 
of many societies, Europe might well follow suit with key political decisions coming up in the Nether-
lands, France, Austria or Italy. A night of vote-counting that to many experts, felt astoundingly similar 
to the recent Brexit vote may prove to be a wake-up call.  

The consequences of a Trump presidency for the word in general and Asia in particular are no-
toriously difficult to call. Firstly, there are no actual policies to analyse as much of Trumps platform 
focused on diffuse ideas, norms and a general restructuring of how the US engages with the world. As 
a political newcomer there is little history to go on as well. Long held views as a business man or TV 
star may well alter with his new role in politics. Moreover, it remains to be seen how much content of 
his campaign he will actually carry over into his presidency. It is clear however, that his general rhet-
oric, at least during the campaign, spells problems for Asia. Should two of his main postulates, i.e. the 
re-shaping or even rejection of the post WWII alliance system and the US’s position as the guarantor 
of free-trade across the globe, come to materialise, tensions will inevitably rise across Asia.

With regards to the alliances, Japan and South Korea will have to reassess their defence strategies, 
particularly in the light of an ever more assertive China and a nuclear armed North Korea. Whilst Jap-
anese prime minister Shinzo Abe still faces significant domestic opposition to his plans to re-define the 
role of the Japanese military, a lack of US security guarantees will give many the incentive to consent 
to new Japanese military ambition and to take it even further. A particularly dangerous elephant in the 
room here, and this is true for both Japan and South Korea, is the questions of nuclear armament if the 
US pulls its support. This would be the factual end of non-proliferation efforts of the last decades. Per-
haps Trump’s comments on potentially revoking some of the guarantees of the US nuclear umbrella 
on the one hand, and his comments on how to deal with North Korea on the other show how little he 
understands (or thinks about) the international system and its arithmetics of power.

Countries in Southeast Asia will look to strike new bargains and co-operations with China which 
would in turn increase its influence in the region. The spread of democracy, rule of law and human 
rights would take a backseat as China’s ‘cheque book diplomacy’ follows a very different leitmotif. 
Here, alliances could shift and it is possible that we see more countries, such as Thailand or the Phil-
ippines moving closer to China. 

So is this great news for China? To some extent, it certainly is. As Beijing looks to increase its influ-
ence in the region, a withdrawing US would be a significant boost. However, it must not be forgotten 
that China is part of those emerging markets that benefit hugely from what the USA is providing in 
the region. China’s economic well-being depends on the free flow of goods and free trade as it imports 
large amounts of commodities and export its products into the world. They too, and not insignificantly, 
benefit from the liberal world order and free trade system that the US has provided for decades. Should 

the US cede to fulfil this role, China would have to jump in and their focus would need to shift from 
just doing business to making sure that doing business remains possible and safe at reasonable cost. 
The same is true of course for other developing countries in the region. Thailand, Philippines, Vietnam 
and others all depend on free and secure sea lanes of communication for their economic growth. China 
is not at a stage yet where it can wholeheartedly support a US withdrawal from the region. 

Having said this, a few caveats are in order which I have already alluded to above. At this stage, 
President Trump’s Asia policy remains something of a black box and to use a German proverb:  food 
rarely gets eaten as hot as it is cooked. This may be particularly true after (too) many months of an 
ugly campaign where facts and reason have rarely mattered most. News are already surfacing that 
Trump is backtracking on some particularly thorny issues, for example regarding South Korea. It has 
furthermore happened more than once that Trump has said one thing and his advisors have then later 
claimed he had meant another. Another point to keep in mind is that Trump’s policies could emerge 
to be much more refined than they have appeared so far. Not accepting that Japan for instance is 
‘free-riding’ does not necessarily mean that the US would have to revoke all security guarantees. A 
re-negotiation does not need to end in an unreasonable deal although I personally believe that this is 
the potential beginning of a slippery slope and does send entirely wrong signals to the region. 

The one thing we have more clarity on is the TPP. Since the election, it has grown ever more unlike-
ly that the deal will go through during the lame duck period until January if that ever was a realistic 
possibility. Once the president-elect takes office, it will be all but dead. The TPP would have been an 
opportunity to mitigate some of the negative effects caused by the US’s decision not to get on board 
with the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank. Trump instils confidence, at least in his voters, that he 
will be able to negotiate ‘better’ deals with China and others in the Asia-Pacific. So in a way, he was 
carried over the finish line by hope as much as by anger and divisiveness as so many pundits have 
argued. Come his first term and should politics and negotiating trade deals and security arrangements 
prove to be more complicated than they appeared in some of his campaign speeches, the only hope that 
remains will be the hope that there is more to him, and crucially his team of advisors, than it appears 
on the surface. 

https://asiancorrespondent.com/2016/11/south-korea-us-military-support-continue-trump-tells-park/
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ASEAN in the Post-Trump Triumph World

Dr.Termsak Chalermpalanupap, a lead researcher on ASEAN political and 
security affairs at the ASEAN Studies Centre of the ISEAS—Yusof Ishak 
Institute in Singapore.
 

One humble lesson we can all learn from the election victory of Donald 
Trump is to prepare for the unexpected. What is certain now is that our ASEAN region, in fact the 
whole world, will face more uncertainties. Conventional wisdom no longer holds. Unorthodoxy is on 
the rise. The way forward is to start thinking about the unthinkable. In that vein, this article puts forth 
three ideas based on Trump’s key (unchanging) beliefs.

I. Abandon the RCEP: 

Trump strongly dislikes NAFTA and the WTO, and has repeatedly vowed to dump the TPP. He believes 
multilateral trade agreements kill jobs in America. In this light, we need to question what ASEAN can 
hope to achieve in leading the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) slow-going 
negotiations. The RCEP at best promises to deliver a complex but low-grade liberalization multilateral 
agreement (certainly much lower in quality than the TPP). It will not directly benefit working people 
in small ASEAN economies. Neither will it help SMEs in the emerging AEC, because few of them are 
involved in foreign trade, let alone overseas investment.

The RCEP process has failed to meet two deadlines in 2015 and 2016 chiefly because no participat-
ing governments are really interested in moving it forward. Brunei Darussalam, Malaysia, Singapore, 
and Viet Nam, as well as Australia, Japan, and New Zealand have all placed a higher priority on the 
TPP than on the RCEP. Even Indonesia, which is supposed to lead ASEAN in the RCEP talks, has 
shown official interest in joining the TPP. The Philippines and Thailand have also been considering 
jumping on the TPP bandwagon. So why is ASEAN still wasting time with the RCEP?

II. ASEAN First

Emulating Trump in campaigning for “America First”, we in the ASEAN Community must de-
mand from our governments to pay more attention to addressing our intra-ASEAN problems, espe-
cially poverty, widening development gaps, and uncompetitive SMEs. We want “ASEAN First”. We 
want member governments to deliver on their numerous promises on building the ASEAN Commu-
nity of prosperity in caring and sharing societies. Make the AEC create more good jobs for ASEAN 
peoples and new business opportunities for our SMEs.

Do not waste time worrying about the centrality or reputation of ASEAN in the international com-

munity. Our governments should spend their limited resources on building the ASEAN Communi-
ty. ASEAN meetings and summits should resolve intra-ASEAN problems. Do not just meet to dis-
cuss problems without taking concrete decisions to resolve them. And more importantly, make sure 
ASEAN decisions are promptly carried out, and agreements are implemented in the true spirit of the 
ASEAN Community.

III. ASEAN Minus X

Another known strong view of Trump is the majority rule. ASEAN makes decisions by consensus. 
One unintended consequence of consensus is that ASEAN would only settle for the least objection-
able, not for the most desirable. Every member government seems to enjoy having a virtual “veto” 
power to stop ASEAN at will. Unscrupulous member governments can then block decisions favoured 
by a majority in the ASEAN membership -- even when their national interest is not really at stake. 

It is now time for ASEAN to overcome the weakness of consensus by introducing the majority rule 
when consensus fails to arise. All should respect the majority will and support in good faith the com-
mon interest of ASEAN. Let us expand the ASEAN Minus X formula to all areas of cooperation, not 
just in optional participation in AEC projects, and move on.  
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LIFESTYLE

Erawan waterfall 

Though Bangkok has its green spots like the 
Lumphini Park or the Sanam Luang, “nature” is 
not really what Bangkok is known for. If you are 
interested in nature however, some hiking and 
maybe a swim at a magic waterfall, the Erawan 
waterfall is worth a day trip.

It is easy enough to make this a day trip from 
Bangkok, although you should start early so you 
have some time at the actual waterfalls. After 
taking a van to Kanchanaburi from Bangkok, you can either take a bus or a taxi to take you to the Erawan 
waterfall. The entrance fee there is 300 Baht.

If you do not want to organize everything by yourslef, there are also all-inclusive day trips from Bangkok, 
which cost around 1000 Baht, including transport, entrance fee and lunch as well as a stop at the famous but 
not that spectacular “bridge on the river Kwai”.

Anyway, arriving at the car park near the waterfall you need to walk there on your own. Surrounded by 
tropical forest the path passes 7 different levels of the waterfalls. It will take you about 90 minutes to climb 
to the highest waterfall. You should bring closed shoes and swimwear of course! The first few basins can 
be quite crowded on weekends but the upper ones are quieter. Enjoy a swim in the chalky water and let the 
fish nibble on your feet.

There is a lot more to do in the national park to which the Erawan waterfall belongs as well as in the area 
around Kanchanaburi so if you can, take the opportunity to stay for the weekend!
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Ayutthaya, a town of history

Among the many day- or weekend 
trips one can do from Bangkok, 
Ayutthaya is a great option. The 
ancient city of Ayutthaya is not 
far from Bangkok. From 1351 to 
1767 Ayutthaya was the capital of 
the kingdom of Siam and has had 
extraordinary influence during the 
18th century. It was partly destroyed 
by the Burmese army but much of 
the city can still be admired. The 
historical park is recognized as UNESCO world heritage since 1991. 

From Bangkok, Ayutthaya can be reached easily by van. Vans leave from Bangkok regularly and are 
comfortable enough for travelling to Ayutthaya. It also possible to get to Ayutthaya by train. Once in 
Ayutthaya, renting a push-bike is a great option to get around and see the sights. This costs around 50 Baht 
per day and is an alternative to the Tuk-Tuks, which cost 200 Baht per hour.

There is a lot to see. A possible route could start at the Wat Maha That where one can rent bicycles on the 
opposite side of the street. A main sight here is the Buddha’s head, which is surrounded by the roots of a 
tree and probably one of the most popular photo motives in the whole of Thailand. From there, it is only a 
stone’s throw to Wat Ratchaburana. If you want, you can visit the small shrine, but be careful when climbing 
the small steps!

The next stop could be Wat Phra Ram, which is right across from Phra Ram Park. After that, it is a short 
bicycle ride to Wat Phra Si Sanpet and the Royal Palace. There is a 
lot to discover about the ancient world of the Kingdom of Ayutthaya 
inside the palace. The tour could be finish off with a trip to Wat Lokkaya 
Sutharam, where the big Reclining Buddha is located. Though some 
places are really popular and overrun, most temple complexes are 
very wide and offer calm spaces for a break.

Along the route, there are many opportunities for lunch or short, 
refreshing ice-cream breaks. Another great spot for a break is Hua Ro 
Market in the north of the ruins, where you can find typical Thai food 
sellers and souvenirs. 

In a day, you have enough time to visit the main attractions without 
hurrying. But there are a lot more temples to explore. So if you cannot 
get enough, stay for the weekend! Anyway, Ayutthaya is absolutely 
worth a visit. Do not miss it!

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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Past events November-December 2016

From October 31 to November 1 2016, the In-
ternational Centre for Political Violence and Ter-
rorism Research and Konrad Adenauer Stiftung/
Regional Programme Political Dialogue Asia and 
the Pacific held the “Asia-Europe Counter-Terror-
ism Dialogue” in Singapore. For more information 
go to http://www.kas.de/politikdialog-asien/en/
events/68736/

On 3 November 2016, the Konrad Adenauer Foun-
dation/Vietnam organized the workshop on “En-
hancing Regional Cooperation For Peace, Friend-
ship And Prosperity In Southeast Asia” in Hanoi, 
Vietnam. Details are accessible at http://www.kas.
de/vietnam/en/events/70710/

From 3 to 4 November 2016, the Asian Law In-
stitute in collaboration with Thammasat University 
Faculty of Law hosted the conference on “Legal 
Transplantation of Foreign Public Law in Asia” at 
the Faculty of Law, Thammasat University, Bang-
kok, Thailand. For further information go to http://
law.nus.edu.sg/asli/Symposium%202016/host.html

From 3 to 4 November 2016, the Rule of Law Pro-
gramme Asia of the Konrad Adenauer Foundation 
in cooperation with Osaka University arranged the 
symposium on “Public Participation and Access to 
Justice in Environmental Matters” in Osaka, Japan. 
For more information go to http://www.kas.de/rspa/
en/events/70604/

From 3 to 4 November 2016, the “Australia-Eu-
rope Counter Terrorism Dialogue”, a cooperation of 
the Australian Strategic Policy Institute and Konrad 
Adenauer Foundation/ Regional Programme Po-
litical Dialogue Asia and the Pacific, took place in 
Canberra, Australia. Details are accessible at http://

www.kas.de/politikdialog-asien/en/events/69716/

From 3 to 5 November 2016, the German Industry 
and Commerce Ltd. arranged the “15th Asia-Pacif-
ic Conference of German Business” in Hong Kong, 
China. For more details go to http://www.asiapacific-
conference.com/

From 9 to 13 November 2016, the International 
Association of Academicians and Researchers or-
ganized the “Bangkok-Pattaya International Con-
vention” at the Hotel Baiyoke Suits, Bangkok, Thai-
land. For more information go to http://10times.
com/bangkok-conference-bangkok

On 17 November 2016, the DAAD Information 
Center arranged the Monthly Presentation “Study 
and Research in Germany” at the Auditorium of 
the Thai-German Cultural Foundation. Details are 
accessible at http://www.daad.or.th/en/28757/index.
html

On 17 November 2016, the Regional Project Ener-
gy Security and Climate Change Asia-Pacific (Re-
cap) of Konrad Adenauer Foundation in cooperation 
with the Environmental Management Association 
hosted the symposium on “The Role of Asian Cities 
in Global Climate Diplomacy” in Hong Kong, Chi-
na. Details are accessible at http://www.kas.de/wf/
en/17.70220/

From 17 to 18 November 2016, the Law Associ-
ation for Asia and the Pacific organized the “LA-
WASIA IP and Technology Conference” at the Hil-
ton Kuala Lumpur, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. For 
more information go to http://www.lawasia.asn.au/
it_ip_kl_2016.html

From 21 to 22 November 2016, the Academic Fora 
held the Bangkok 37th International Conference on 

“Business, Economics, Social Science & Human-
ities- BESSH-2016” at the Holliday Inn Bangkok, 
Bangkok, Thailand. Details are accessible at http://
academicfora.com/bessh-bangkok-thailand-21-22-
november-2016-2/

From 25 to 26 November 2016, the Australia-Myan-
mar Constitutional Democracy Project of Univer-
sity of New South Wales Law School (UNSW) in 
Sydney Australia and the Rule of Law Programme 
Asia of the Konrad Adenauer Foundation hosted 
the workshop on “The Role and Function of Con-
stitutional Courts in Comparative Perspective” in 
Nay Pyi Taw, Myanmar. For more information go to 
http://www.kas.de/rspa/en/events/70606/

On 28 November 2016, the Faculty of Law Tham-
masat University held the lecture on “The Inter-
national Court of Justice and the Maintenance of 
International Peace and Security” at Thammasat 
University, Bangkok, Thailand.

From 3 to 5 December 2016, the International Edu-
cation for Sustainable Development Alliance hosted 
the “3rd Asian Conference on the Social Sciences 
and Sustainability” at Nagoya Sakae Tokyu REI Ho-
tel, Nagoya, Japan. For more details, follow http://
intesda.org/social-sciences-sustainability-confer-
ence/

From 5 to 7 December 2016, the Tomorrow People 
Organization arranged the “Peace and Conflict Res-
olution Conference 2016” at the AETAS Lumpini, 
Bangkok, Thailand. For more information
go to http://www.pcrconference.org/

From 5 to 6 December 2016, the World Acade-
my of Science, Engineering and Technology held 
the “ICEL 2016: 18th International Conference on 
Election Law” at Crowne Plaza Hong Kong, Hong 

Kong, China. Further information is accessible at 
https://www.waset.org/conference/2016/12/hong-
kong/ICEL

From 6 to 7 December 2016, the University of Ma-
cau organized the Second International Conference 
on “Consumer Policy in China: New Trends and 
Challenges” at Faculty of Law of the University of 
Macau, Macau, China. Details are available at http://
www.law.uga.edu/calling-all-papers/NODE/475

From 8 to 9 December 2016, the International 
Academic Forum organized the “The Asia-Pacific 
Conference on Security and International Relations 
2016” at the Osaka University Nakanoshima Cen-
ter, Osaka, Japan. Further information is accessible 
at http://iafor.org/conferences/apsec2016/

From 8 to 9 December 2016, the Thammasat Insti-
tute for Study of International Cooperation hosted 
the “Thammasat Annual Academic and Post-Gradu-
ate Conference on Asia-Pacific Studies” at the Ang-
sana Laguna Phuket, Phuket, Thailand. For more 
information go to http://www.tu-caps.org/index.php

On 10 December 2016, the Yadam Institute of Re-
search arranged the “2nd International Congress on 
Human Rights & Duties” at the Hotel Karolbagh, 
Delhi, India. For more information go to http://yir.
co.in/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/ichrd-pdf.pdf.

From 12 to 13 December 2016, the World Academy 
of Science, Engineering and Technology organized 
the “ICCL 2016: 18th International Conference on 
Competition Law” at the Amari Watergate Bangkok, 
Bangkok, Thailand. Further information is accessi-
ble at https://www.waset.org/conference/2016/12/
bangkok/ICCL
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From 12 to 13 December 2016, the World Acad-
emy of Science, Engineering and Technology Law 
hosted the “ICAL 2016: 18th International Con-
ference on Aviation Law” at the Amari Watergate 
Bangkok, Bangkok, Thailand. Details are available 
at https://www.waset.org/conference/2016/12/bang-
kok/ICAL.

From 12 to 13 December 2016, the World Acad-
emy of Science, Engineering and Technology Law 
arranged the “ICIL 2016: 18th International Confer-
ence on International Law” at the Amari Watergate 
Bangkok, Bangkok, Thailand. For more information 
go to https://www.waset.org/conference/2016/12/
bangkok/ICIL

From 12 to 13 December 2016, the World Acad-
emy of Science, Engineering and Technology Law 
organized the “ICLS 2016: 18th International 
Conference on Law and Society” at the Amari Wa-
tergate Bangkok, Bangkok, Thailand. Further in-
formation is accessible at https://www.waset.org/
conference/2016/12/bangkok/ICLS

On 15 December 2016, the DAAD Information 
Center arranged the Monthly Presentation “Study 
and Research in Germany” at the Auditorium of 
the Thai-German Cultural Foundation. Details are 
accessible at http://www.daad.or.th/en/28757/index.
html

From 16 to 17 December 2016, the Dignified Re-
searchers Publication hosted the “International Re-
search Conference on Social Sciences, Humanities 
and Interdisciplinary Studies (RCSSHIS-2016)” at 
the Mercure Pattaya Ocean Resort, Pattaya, Thai-
land. For more information
go to http://drhss.org/conference/147

From 16 to 17 December 2016, the Business, Ed-

ucation and Law Research Group organized the 
“2016 International Conference on Practices in 
Law, Business and Education (PLBE-16)” at the 
Mercure Pattaya Ocean Resort, Pattaya, Thailand. 
Further information is accessible at http://belrg.org/
conference/148

From 21 to 22 December 2016, the Academic Fora 
arranged the Bangkok 38th International Conference 
on “Business, Economics, Social Science & Human-
ities- BESSH-2016” at the Holliday Inn Bangkok, 
Bangkok, Thailand. For more information go to 
http://academicfora.com/bessh-bangkok-thailand-
21-22-december-2016/

From 26 to 27 December 2016, the International 
Society for Engineering Research and Development 
hosted the “International Conference on Social Sci-
ence Economics And Humanities” at the Convenient 
Grand Hotel, Bangkok, Thailand. Further informa-
tion is accessible at http://10times.com/icsseh-bang-
kok

From 2 to 3 January 2017, the Ontario College for 
Research and Development arranged the “Interna-
tional Conference on Humanities, Literature, Busi-
ness and Education” at Furama Hotels & Resorts, 
Bangkok, Thailand. More details are available at 
http://www.ocrd-ontario.org/bangkok

From 4 to 5 January 2017, the Eminent Associa-
tion of Researchers in Humanities & Management 
Sciences arranged the “KUALA LUMPUR Interna-
tional Conference on Business, Law and Interdisci-
plinary Studies” at the Grand Seasons Hotel, Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia. Details are available at http://
10times.com/belis

From 4 to 5 January 2017, the Dignified Research-
ers Publication (DiRPUB) hosted the “International 

Conference on Issues in Education, Literature, Hu-
manities and Social Sciences” at the Grand Seasons 
Hotel, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. For further infor-
mation go to http://10times.com/ielhss 

From 5 to 7 January 2017, the International Eco-
nomics Development & Research Center (IEDRC) 
organized the “6th International Conference on Gov-
ernment, Law and Culture (ICGLC 2017)” in Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia. More information can be found 
at http://www.icglc.org/prog.html

From 6 to 11 January 2017, the Thailand Institute 
of Justice in collaboration with the Institute for Glo-
bal Law and Policy (IGLP) at Harvard Law School 
hosted the“Workshop for Emerging Leaders on the 
Rule of Law and Policy“ at the Dusit Thani Hotel, 
Bangkok, Thailand. For further details please go to 
http://icclr.law.ubc.ca/topics/apply-now-thailand-in-
stitute-justice-workshop-emerging-leaders-ru-
le-law-and-policy

From 7 to 9 January 2017, the Ministry of For-
eign Affairs Republic of Korea organized the “Seoul 
International Conference on Social Sciences and 
Management” at Courtyard Marriott Seoul Times 
Square, Seoul, South Korea. For further information 
go to http://10times.com/sicssam

From 8 to 9 January 2017, the World Academy 
of Science, Engineering and Technology hosted 
the “ICCLG 2017: 19th International Conference 
on Corporate Law and Governance” at Holiday 
Inn, Singapore. Further information is accessible at 
https://www.waset.org/conference/2017/01/singa-
pore/ICCLG

From 8 to 9 January 2017, the World Academy of 
Science, Engineering and Technology organized the 
“ICDCHR 2017: 19th International Conference on 

Developing Countries and Human Rights” at Holi-
day Inn Singapore. Details are accessible at https://
www.waset.org/conference/2017/01/singapore/IC-
DCHR

From 8 to 9 January 2017, the World Academy 
of Science, Engineering and Technology held the 
“ICILSJLS 2017: 19th International Conference 
on Interdisciplinary Law, Society, Justice and Le-
gal Studies” at Holiday Inn, Singapore. For further 
information go to https://www.waset.org/confer-
ence/2017/01/singapore/ICILSJLS

From 16 to 17 January 2017, the International In-
stitute for Science, Technology and Education host-
ed the “6th International Conference on History and 
Political Sciences (ICHPS-17)” at Mercure Pattaya 
Ocean Resort, Pattaya, Thailand. Details are acces-
sible at http://10times.com/ichps-pattaya-pattaya

From 16 to 17 January 2017, the International 
Centre of Excellence in Humanities, Social Sciences 
and Interdisciplinary St arranged the “Internation-
al Conference on Humanities, Social Sciences and 
Education” at the Mercure Pattaya Ocean Resort 
in Pattaya, Thailand. For more details go to http://
10times.com/ichsse

From 16 to 17 January 2017, the International Sci-
entific Academy of Engineering & Technology ar-
ranged the “6th International Conference on Law 
and Humanities (ICLH-17)” at Mercure Pattaya 
Ocean Resort, Pattaya, Thailand. Further informa-
tion can be found at http://10times.com/iclh-patta-
ya-pattaya 

From 16 to 17 January 2017, the International Sci-
entific Academy of Engineering & Technology host-
ed he “6th International Conference on History and 
Political Sciences (ICHPS-17)” at Mercure Pattaya 
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Ocean Resort, Pattaya, Thailand. For more details 
please visit http://10times.com/ichps-pattaya-patta-
ya 

From 21 to 22 January 2017, the Academic Fora 
hosted the international conference “Business, Eco-
nomics, Social Science & Humanities- BESSH-2017” 
at Holliday Inn Bangkok Silom, Bangkok, Thailand. 
Further information is available at http://acade-
micfora.com/bessh-bangkok-thailand-21-22-janu-
ary-2017/

Upcoming events January-February 2017

From 4 to 5 February 2017, the Academic Fora will 
arrange the 7th International Conference on “Busi-
ness, Economics, Social Science & Humanities- 
BESSH-2017” at Australia Novotel Hotel Sydney 
Central, Sydney, Australia. Fore more information 
go to http://academicfora.com/bessh-sydney-austra-
lia-04-05-february-2017/

From 7 to 8 February 2017, the World Academy 
of Science, Engineering and Technology will hold 
the “ICCCL 2017: 19th International Conference 
on Civil and Common Law“ at Dr. E. Moses Road, 
Mumbai, India. Details are available at https://www.
waset.org/conference/2017/02/mumbai/ICCCL

From 7 to 8 February 2017, the World Academy of 
Science, Engineering and Technology will arrange 
the “ICDHAL 2017: 19th International Conference 
on Definition and History of Administrative Law“ at 
Dr. E. Moses Road, Mumbai, India. For further de-
tails see https://www.waset.org/conference/2017/02/
mumbai/ICDHAL

From 7 to 8 February 2017, the World Academy of 
Science, Engineering and Technology will host the 
“ICELPPADM 2017: 19th International Conference 
on Economic, Legal, Political, and Public Administ-
ration Decision Making“ at Amari Watergate, Bang-
kok, Thailand. Further details are accessible at ht-
tps://www.waset.org/conference/2017/02/bangkok/
ICELPPADM

From 7 to 8 February 2017, the World Academy 
of Science, Engineering and Technology will hold 
the “ICILLS 2017: 19th International Conference 
on International Law and Legal Sources“ at Amari 
Watergate, Bangkok, Thailand. Further informati-
on is available at https://www.waset.org/conferen-
ce/2017/02/bangkok/ICILLS

From 7 to 8 February 2017, the World Academy of 
Science, Engineering and Technology will organize 
the “ICLDLI 2017: 19th International Conference 
on Law Discussions and Legal Institutions“ at Wor-
li, Mumbai. More information cand be found at ht-
tps://www.waset.org/conference/2017/02/mumbai/
ICLDLI

From 12 to 13 February 2017, the World Acad-
emy of Science, Engineering and Technology will 
arrange the “ICILH 2017: 19th International Confe-
rence on International Law and the Humanities“ at 
Pacific Regency Hotel Suites, Kuala Lumpur, Ma-
laysia. Details are available at https://www.waset.
org/conference/2017/02/kuala-lumpur/ICILH

From 12 to 13 February 2017, the World Academy 
of Science, Engineering and Technology will orga-
nize the “ICJSHR 2017: 19th International Confe-
rence on Justice, Security and Human Rights“ at 
Pacific Regency Hotel Suites, Kuala Lumpur, Ma-
laysia. For further details please visit https://www.
waset.org/conference/2017/02/kuala-lumpur/

From 16 to 17 February 2017, the Babsea Com-
munity Legal Education Initiative will arrange a 
workshop on “Legal Ethics and Responsibility” at 
Pasundan University, Bandung, Indonesia. More 
information is accessible at https://www.babseacle.
org/

Scholarship opportunities

The “ETH Zurich Postdoctoral Fellowship Pro-
gram” supports incoming fellowships for postdoc-
toral researchers at the ETH Zurich. The program is 
intended to foster high-potential, young researchers 
who have already demonstrated excellence in terms 
of internationally competitive achievements in the 
early stages of their professional careers. Applica-
tions have to be made jointly by the candidate and 
their host who must be an ETH Zurich Professor 
and who will act as a mentor of the fellow. For more 
information: https://www.ethz.ch/en/research/re-
search-promotion/eth-internal-programmes/eth-fel-
lowships.html. Deadline is on 1 March 2017.

Austria OEAD, All opportunity for reseachers from 
all over the world, including ASEAN, to conduct 
studies in Austria for one to 9 months in Natural 
Sciences; Technical Sciences; Medicine; Agricul-
ture; Social Sciences; Humanities; Arts. For more 
information: http://oead.grants.at/out/default.aspx?-
TemplateGroupID=34&PageMode=3&GrainEntry-
ID=7274&HZGID=7803&LangID=2. Deadline is 
on 1 March 2017.

The Leibniz–DAAD Research Fellowship Program 
is jointly carried out by the Leibniz Association 
(Leibniz-Gemeinschaft e.V.) and the DAAD. Leib-
niz-DAAD fellowships offer highly-qualified, inter-

national postdoctoral researchers, who have recent-
ly completed their doctoral studies, the opportunity 
to conduct research at a Leibniz Institute of their 
choice in Germany. For more information: http://
tggs.kmutnb.ac.th/daad-scholarships-tggs-2017/. 
Deadline is on 9 March 2017.

University of Nottingham, 38 full tuition fees schol-
arships in Arts, Medicine and Health Sciences, 
Science and Social Sciences for students to start a 
full-time research degree program, PhD or MPhil at 
Nottingham campus with a start that falls between 
1 October 2017 and 1 February 2018 (inclusive). 
For more information: http://www.nottingham.
ac.uk/studywithus/international-applicants/scholar-
ships-fees-and-finance/scholarships/research-schol-
arships/research-overseas.aspx. Deadline is on 10 
March 2017.

The Royal Society offers Newton International Ex-
changes as mobility grants to provide international 
researchers with funding towards travel, subsistence 
and research expenses for either a one-off short visit 
to explore opportunities for building lasting networks 
or for bilateral visits to strengthen emerging collab-
orations. For more information: https://royalsociety.
org/grants-schemes-awards/grants/newton-mobili-
ty-grants/. Deadline is on 15 March 2017.

Royal Society Mobility Grants, This scheme pro-
vides established international researchers with an 
opportunity to develop the research strengths and 
capabilities of their research group through training, 
collaboration and reciprocal visits with a partner in 
the UK. The skills and knowledge gained should 
lead to changes in the wellbeing of communities and 
increased economic benefits. For more information: 
https://royalsociety.org/grants-schemes-awards/
grants/newton-advanced-fellowships/. Deadline is 
on 15 March 2017.
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European University Institute’s four departments of 
law, history and civilization, economics and poli-
tics and social sciences. Fellows will be invited to 
participate in departmental activities like seminars, 
workshops, and colloquia. Fellows have the chance 
to make contact with researchers sharing their ac-
ademic interests, may be involved in the teaching 
and thesis supervision tasks of EUI professors, and 
associated with one of the research projects being 
carried out at the EUI. For more information: http://
www.eui.eu/ServicesAndAdmin/AcademicService/
Fellowships/FernandBraudelSeniorFellowships/In-
dex.aspx. Deadlines are on 30 March and 30 Sep-
tember 2017.

MSCA-RISE aims at international and inter-sector 
collaboration through promoting research and in-
novation exchanges of staff. MSCA-RISE supports 
short-term mobility of research and innovation staff 
at all career levels including administrative and tech-
nical staff. For more information: asean@euraxess.
net. Deadline is on 5 April 2017.

Agreen Skills+ is an international mobility program 
from France. The program is aimed at talented re-
searchers, who are holding a PhD with less than 10 
years of postdoctoral research experience. Research 
projects in the fields of agriculture, food, nutrition, 
environment, animal health and veterinary public 
health may be supported. For more information: 
https://www.agreenskills.eu/Applications/Eligibili-
ty-requirements. Deadlines are on 28 April & 13 
October 2017.

Students from across Southeast Asia (except Thai-
land) may apply for DAAD scholarship which 
covers tuition fee and all living expenses during 
the first year study at the Thai-German Graduate 
School in Bangkok and the second year study at 
RWTH Aachen University in Germany. For more 

information: http://tggs.kmutnb.ac.th/daad-scholar-
ships-tggs-2017/. Deadline is on 15 May 2017.

The Falling Walls Fellowship aimed at journalists 
and bloggers with at least three years of experience 
and who want to advance their knowledge in the 
area of sciences. The Fellows get the opportunity to 
attend the Falling Walls Lab, Falling Walls Venture, 
the Falling Walls Conference as well as an additional 
program in Berlin around 8 and 9 November 2017. 
The fellowship includes travel expenses (econo-
my class), accommodation for 3 nights (organized 
by Falling Walls Foundation), conference fees and 
meals (breakfast at hotel, catering during the Fall-
ing Walls events). For more information: https://eu-
raxess.ec.europa.eu/worldwide/asean/science-jour-
nalists-apply-falling-walls-fellowship-journalists. 
Deadline is on 25 June 2017.

CPG JOB MARKET
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CPG Job-Market

As a service, CPG provides a regularly updated overview of currently open job offers in fields and from 
institutions related to CPG’s focal areas of work.

Organization Vacant position
Department, Office, Lo-

cation
Closing Date

Information avail-
able at:

Chulalongkorn 
University

Corporate Com-
munication Man-

ager

Property Management 
Office of Chulalongkorn 

University, Bangkok
Until filled

http://www.property.
chula.ac.th/web/

Chulalongkorn 
University

Business Devel-
opment Manager

Property Management 
Office of Chulalongkorn 

University, Bangkok
Until filled

http://www.property.
chula.ac.th/web/

Chulalongkorn 
University

Marketing Man-
ager

Property Management 
Office of Chulalongkorn 

University, Bangkok
Until filled

http://www.property.
chula.ac.th/web/

Chulalongkorn 
University

Educational pro-
gram officer

Division of Graduate Af-
fairs, Faculty of Medicine, 
Chulalongkorn University, 

Bangkok

15 February 
2017

http://grad.md.chula.
ac.th/thai/index.php/
newsevents/162-edu-
cational-program-of-

ficer

Mahidol Univer-
sity

Lecturer
Faculty of Graduate Stud-

ies, Salaya
28 February 

2017

http://www.grad.
mahidol.ac.th/en/

news-events

Thammasat Uni-
versity

Administrative 
Officer MIM Pro-
gram Thammasat 

University

Faculty of Commerce and 
Accountancy, Bangkok

Until filled
http://www.bus.tu.ac.

th/english/job.asp

SIIT, Thammasat 
University (Rang-

sit Campus)

Research and 
Academic Quality 

Assurance Staff
Research Faculty, Bangkok Until filled

http://www.siit.tu.ac.
th/recruitment.php

SIIT, Thammasat 
University (Rang-

sit Campus)

Faculty Member: 
School of Manu-
facturing Systems 
and Mechanical 

Engineering

Sirindhorn International 
Institute of Technology, 

Bangkok
Until filled

http://www.siit.tu.ac.
th/recruitment.php

SIIT, Thammasat 
University (Rang-

sit Campus)

Faculty Member: 
Industrial Engi-
neering Program

Sirindhorn International 
Institute of Technology, 

Bangkok
Until filled

http://www.siit.tu.ac.
th/recruitment.php

SIIT, Thammasat 
University (Rang-

sit Campus)

Faculty Member: 
School of Infor-
mation, Comput-
er, and Communi-
cation Technology

Sirindhorn International 
Institute of Technology, 

Bangkok
Until filled

http://www.siit.tu.ac.
th/recruitment.php

SIIT, Thammasat 
University (Rang-

sit Campus)

 
Faculty Member: 
School of Man-

agement Technol-
ogy

Sirindhorn International 
Institute of Technology, 

Bangkok
Until filled

http://www.siit.tu.ac.
th/recruitment.php

SIIT, Thammasat 
University (Rang-

sit Campus)

Faculty Mem-
ber: Department 
of Common and 
Graduate Studies

Sirindhorn International 
Institute of Technology, 

Bangkok
Until filled

http://www.siit.tu.ac.
th/recruitment.php

SIIT, Thammasat 
University (Rang-

sit Campus)

Faculty Mem-
ber: School of 
Bio-Chemical 

Engineering and 
Technology

Sirindhorn International 
Institute of Technology, 

Bangkok
Until filled

http://www.siit.tu.ac.
th/recruitment.php

SIIT, Thammasat 
University (Rang-

sit Campus)

English Instruc-
tor: Department 
of Common and 
Graduate Studies

Sirindhorn International 
Institute of Technology, 

Bangkok
Until filled

http://www.siit.tu.ac.
th/recruitment.php
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SIIT, Thammasat 
University (Rang-

sit Campus)

Research and 
Academic Quality 

Assurance Staff

Sirindhorn International 
Institute of Technology, 

Bangkok
Until filled

http://www.siit.tu.ac.
th/recruitment.php

SIIT, Thammasat 
University (Rang-

sit Campus)

Systems Adminis-
trator

Sirindhorn International 
Institute of Technology, 

Bangkok
Until filled

http://www.siit.tu.ac.
th/recruitment.php

SIIT, Thammasat 
University (Rang-

sit Campus)

Academic Ser-
vices Staff

Sirindhorn International 
Institute of Technology, 

Bangkok
Until filled

http://www.siit.tu.ac.
th/recruitment.php

UNICEF East Asia 
and Pacific Re-
gional Office

Consultancy: Sta-
tistical Analysis of 

Child Outcome, 
Thailand

Organization: UNICEF - 
United Nations Children’s 

Fund, Bangkok

16 February 
2017

https://unjobs.
org/vacan-

cies/1486596831289

UNICEF East Asia 
and Pacific Re-
gional Office

Consultant - 
Administrative 

Assistant (WASH 
), Thailand

Organization: UNICEF - 
United Nations Children’s 

Fund, Bangkok

16 February 
2017

https://unjobs.
org/vacan-

cies/1486165050936

Earth Rights Inter-
national

Communications 
Coordinator

Earth Rights International 
(ERI), Chiang Mai

15 February 
2017

https://www.earth-
rights.org/careers/

communications-co-
ordinator

ActionAid Thai-
land

Communications 
Officer

ActionAid, Bangkok
13 February 

2017

http://www.actionaid.
org/thailand/jobs/

communications-of-
ficer-1

United Nations 
ESCAP

Intern - Public 
Information,

Economic and Social Com-
mission for Asia and the 

Pacific, Bangkok
Until filled

https://inspira.un.org/
psc/UNCAREERS/

EMPLOYEE

United Nations 
ESCAP

Intern – Environ-
ment Affairs

Economic and Social Com-
mission for Asia and the 

Pacific, Bangkok
Until filled

https://inspira.un.org/
psc/UNCAREERS/

EMPLOYEE

United Nations 
ESCAP

Intern - Economic 
Affairs

Economic and Social Com-
mission for Asia and the 

Pacific, Bangkok
Until filled

https://inspira.un.org/
psc/UNCAREERS/

EMPLOYEE

United Nations 
ESCAP

Intern - Commu-
nications, 

Economic and Social Com-
mission for Asia and the 

Pacific, Bangkok
Until filled

https://inspira.un.org/
psc/UNCAREERS/

EMPLOYEE/HRMS

United Nations 
ESCAP

Intern - Public 
Information -- 
Multimedia,

Economic and Social Com-
mission for Asia and the 

Pacific, Bangkok
Until filled

https://inspira.un.org/
psc/UNCAREERS/

EMPLOYEE

United Nations 
ESCAP

Intern- Informa-
tion Management

Economic and Social Com-
mission for Asia and the 

Pacific, Bangkok
Until filled

https://inspira.un.org/
psc/UNCAREERS/

EMPLOYEE

United Nations 
ESCAP
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Economic and Social Com-
mission for Asia and the 

Pacific, Bangkok
Until filled

https://inspira.un.org/
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